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Configuring and Troubleshooting Windows XP ProfessionalSyngress Publishing, 2001
The thing about Windows XP Professional is, users love it. It has a slick interface and it behaves far more intelligently and predictably than some of its predecessors. The new system of software registration aside, Windows XP surely is the most highly acclaimed Microsoft...
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Internet Multimedia Communications Using SIP: A Modern Approach Including Java® PracticeMorgan Kaufmann, 2008
Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) was conceived in 1996 as a signaling protocol for inviting users to multimedia conferences. With this development, the next big Internet revolution silently started. That was the revolution which would end up converting the Internet into a total communication system which would allow people to talk to each other,...
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Quantum Causality: Conceptual Issues in the Causal Theory of Quantum MechanicsSpringer, 2009

	This is a treatise devoted to the foundations of quantum physics and the role that causality plays in the microscopic world governed by the laws of quantum mechanics. There is no sharp dividing line between physics and philosophy of physics. This is especially true for quantum physics where debate on its interpretation and the status of the...
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Spring 2.5 Aspect Oriented ProgrammingPackt Publishing, 2009
Developing powerful web applications with clean, manageable code makes the maintenance process much easier. Aspect-Oriented Programming (AOP) is the easiest and quickest way to achieve such results. Spring is the only Java framework to offer AOP features. The combined power of Spring and AOP gives a powerful and flexible platform to develop and...
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Nginx HTTP ServerPackt Publishing, 2010

	Nginx is a lightweight HTTP server designed for high-traffic websites, with network scalability as primary objective. With the advent of high-speed Internet access, short loading times and fast transfer rates have become a necessity. This free open-source solution will either serve as full replacement of other software such as Apache, or...
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Dreamweaver CS5.5 Mobile and Web Development with HTML5, CSS3, and jQueryPackt Publishing, 2011

	With this book and your knowledge of Dreamweaver you'll be able to confidently enter the brave new world of HTML5, CSS3, and jQuery. Learning is easy thanks to a hands-on, step-by-step approach. Overview Create web pages in Dreamweaver using the latest technology and approach Add multimedia and interactivity to your websites Optimize your...
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Cisco Unity FundamentalsCisco Press, 2004
A comprehensive introduction to deploying, configuring, and  maintaining Cisco Unity

	
    Discover the various Cisco Unity integration and deployment  solutions, as well as the environmental differences between PBX and IP  telephony-based telephone systems

    
	
    ...
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BPEL PM and OSB Operational Management with Oracle Enterprise Manager 10g Grid ControlPackt Publishing, 2010

	In the SOA world, managing distributed services and service infrastructures is critical. Oracle Enterprise Manager - an all-encompassing management product - facilitates increased management capabilities for databases, application servers, and packaged applications. BPEL PM and OSB are two compelling, market leading products that are driving...
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Apache Server 2 BibleJohn Wiley & Sons, 2002
"Kabir has done it again! The Apache Server 2 Bible is an invaluable reference for both beginning and experienced administrators." —Elizabeth Zinkann, Sys Admin Magazine Contributing Editor and Review Columnist
	Configure Apache Server for a Linux/Unix or Win32 system
	Leverage Apache using SSI, CGI, PHP,...
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Windows XP HacksO'Reilly, 2003
Now power users can rejoice! Windows XP  Hacks offers tips, tools, and know-how to bend Windows XP to your will.  The book delves into XP topics such as controlling the control panel, changing  unchangeable icons, removing uninstallable XP components, stopping pop-up ads,  taking a bite out of...
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Sencha Touch Mobile JavaScript FrameworkPackt Publishing, 2012


	Since its initial launch, Sencha Touch has quickly become the gold standard for

	developing rich mobile web applications with HTML5. Sencha Touch is the first

	HTML5 mobile JavaScript framework that allows you to develop mobile web

	applications that look and feel like native applications on both iPhone and Android

	touchscreen...
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The Cold War (Questions and Analysis in History)Routledge, 1999
Designed to aid undergraduate and advanced study, this invaluable reference work provides an up-to-date summary of the latest research on the origins, escalation, and end of the Cold War. The major phases of the war are clearly organized and presented in eight chapters--each consisting of a factual overview of events, a detailed analysis of key...
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